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BUB & Organizing Committee members for
taking the task of conducting the colloquium
and expressed relevance of micropalae-
ontological studies to solve environmental
problems past and present.

The Abstract Volume contains 175
abstracts received for the colloquium and
symposia. The colloquium featured 115 oral
presentations including 15 keynote
addresses in 10 technical sessions held at
two different venues – the Prof. C. Naganna
and Prof. Venkatagiri Gowda auditoriums.
In addition, 30 posters were displayed
providing an opportunity to interact
informally with the contributors while
enjoying Karnataka cuisine during lunch
and coffee breaks. Participants from across
India and delegates from abroad,
particularly from Switzerland and USA etc.,
attended and presented research findings.
This large and successful gathering of
scientists testifies to the immense growth
of this field in India.

Topics presented and deliberated in the
technical sessions covered the full spectrum
ranging from Precambrian Proterozoic to
recent biota, from laboratory culture of

foraminifera to foraminifera in deep time,
from stable isotope and trace elements in
foraminifers to age dating. Biozonations and
their refinements were presented based on
nannofossils, palynomorphs, diatoms, small
and larger foraminifera. A major focus
centered on microfossil remains and their
relevance to climatic oscillations and the
variability of the Indian monsoon system.
Another theme focused on ostracodes,
diatoms and algal remains in interpreting
past environments and climatic associations.
A number of contributions focused on
palynology and planktic foraminifera to
determine the potential cause-and-effect
relationship between the end-Cretaceous
mass extinction and Deccan volcanism.
Climatic and environmental effects were
evaluated based on increasing carbon
dioxide and sulphur dioxide levels resulting
in global warming, global cooling and ocean
acidification that may have led to the mass
extinction at KT boundary.

The valedictory session on the afternoon
of the 3rd day focused on several aspects
deliberated in the colloquium and noted by
Dr. Govindan in his address and elaborated

further by Dr. Gerta Keller in her address.
The role of the Geological Society of India
in promoting the geosciences by way of
supporting conferences, field trips,
textbooks, memoirs and journals, was
narrated by Prof. Mahabaleshwar, Editor,
JGSI to the delegates. He invited research
contributions from the participants and he
assured to publish in 6 months. Participants
complemented the conveners, faculty and
student volunteers for the warm hospitality
extended to them. The cultural evenings
conducted by students, research scholars
and Prof. Narahari Rao, HOD, enthralled
the delegates. Prizes were distributed for the
best three posters.

In the closing ceremony all living past
conveners of ICMS colloquia were honored
with a memento and shawl. The current
convener, Dr. Malarkodi, co-convener
Dr. Nagesh and the organizing committee
members were complimented for
successfully conducting the meeting. The
announcement for the next colloquium was
made for the year 2013 at Wadia Institute
of Himalayan Geology, Dehradun.

Application of X-Ray Diffractometry in Exploration and Research for Atomic Minerals – Yamuna
Singh, Atomic Mineral Directorate for Exploration and Research, DAE, Hyderabad - 500 016

On the analogy of the diffraction of light
wave by gratings, it was observed that
crystalline substances having an orderly
arrangement of atoms along particular
directions in the crystal lattice act similar
to grating whose particular plane at a fixed
angle diffracts the X-ray radiation. This
happens only when the wavelength is of the
order of the repeat interval of atomic planes.
Such reflection of X-ray radiation is called
diffraction, and the angle at which the planes
diffract the beam is known as Bragg’s angle.
As almost every matter consists of selected
groups of atoms bonded to each other in
different fashion, the repeat distances and
the planes for each would be different. It is
this property of the crystalline matter that
is used to investigate the nature of the

atomic arrangement in a particular matter,
compound, and metal. The mineral
aggregates which defy characterisation by
conventional methods due to various
reasons are easily identified by X-ray
diffractometry (XRD).

The X-ray commonly used in diffraction
work is produced by bombarding a target
material with fast-moving electrons which
are capable of penetrating deep into the
orbitals of the atoms. One of the most
valuable roles of X-ray analysis is the ability
to distinguish between crystalline and
amorphous materials. Every crystalline
substance has a unique X-ray powder
pattern because its position depends on the
size of the unit cell, and the line intensity
depends on the type of elements present and

their arrangement in the crystal. Thus, as
each individual could be identified by
characteristic fingerprints, in a similar way,
an unknown crystalline solid could be
pinpointed by its characteristic diffraction
pattern.

A comprehensive understanding of ore
mineralogy is essential in constraining ore
genesis, exploration, and beneficiation. In
this context, XRD finds diversified
applications in exploration and research for
atomic minerals (EARFAM) which are in
great demand for the nuclear energy
programmes of India.

Summary of the lecture to be delivered at
the monthly meeting of the Geological

Society of India on 27 June 2012.


